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 Grammar  
Choose the correct word: 
1- Your printer is broken. You' ll ________________ take it back to the shop.  

A) can                B) have to                C) must               D) may                

2- _________________ I borrow your mobile?    I want to take a picture. 

A) Would               B) Have to                C) Has to                D) May                

3- ____________  you take the printer for me to the shop? I'm very busy today.  

A) Could               B) Have to                C) Has to                D) May                

4- You ____________________ use my phone. I have my camera with me.  

A) mustn't                B) don't need to             C) doesn't need to          D) has to  

5- You ____________________ leave the door open. Look at the sign. 

A) mustn't                B) needn't                C) has to                D) doesn't have to  

6- Henry _________ to take part in the race next week. He's sprained his ankle. 
A) wasn 't able                B) won't be able                C) can                D) couldn't  

7- You  ____________________ to feed the cat. I've already done it.   

A) have to               B) don't have               C) must                D) mustn't 
8- _________________ I speak to Ahmed, please?  

A) Would               B) Have to                C) Has to                D) May                

9- That ____________________ be Roy's mobile. His is silver, not black.  

A) must                B) can                C) can't                D) have to 

10- She ______________ be upset because you didn't call her back yesterday.   

A) must                B) couldn't                C) can't                D) have to 

11- Diane ______________know my password. I've never told it to anyone .  

A) must                B) can                C) can't                D) have to 

12- I'm not feeling very well. So I ___________ come to school tomorrow.  

A) has to                B) were able to                C) may not                D) may  

13- Robert  ____________________ have a cat. He hates cats. 

A) must                B) will                C) can't                D) have to 

14- If you start taking Spanish lessons, you _________________ 

speak Spanish in a few months.  

A) will be able to                B) can                C) could                D) was able to 
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                                          Vocabulary  
Choose the correct word: 
1- The latest _____________of Planet Earth has to do with ways to save water. 

A) appealing                B) researcher                C) nation               D) issue                
2- This text is too short. Can you ____________________  two more paragraphs? 

A) insert               B) errors                C) spelling                D) packages                
3- Please check this text for any__________mistakes and then give it back to me.  

A) insert               B) errors                C) spelling                D) packages                
4- The whole ______________has read this book. It's extremely popular.  

A) appealing                B) researcher                C) nation               D) issue                
5- The reporter ______________ the football player for three hours.  

A) interviewed               B) printed                C) downloaded               D) built  

6- I went to this trendy shop and bought a(n)________________ smartphone. 

A) dial                B) up-to-date                C) phone               D) engaged  

7- This knife is_______________  . You can't cut anything with it.  

A) useful              B) useless               C) helpful               D) careful 

8- Don't ______________ me when I'm talking to someone on the phone.  

A) interrupt               B) avoid                C) print               D) produce 

9- I don't think I'm ______________  to chocolate, but I eat quite a lot.  

A) sad            B) addicted            C) suitable                D) bad 

10- Frank, could you ______________ the lawn this afternoon?  

A) mow                B) exist              C) predict             D) discover 

11- Do you know who ______________ the washing machine? 

A) discovered                B) invented                C) visited               D) is invented 

12- I think you should keep that box. It might come in _______________.  

A) handy              B) suitable           C) hand              D) sad  

13- Can you _______________ me up from the station? 

A) pick             B) take         C) clean              D) visit  

14- All the products in this shop are of good _________________ . 

A) advantage              B) quality              C) job            D) disadvantage 

15- In _________________ times, more and more people are using the Internet. 

A) fictional               B) old                C) ancient                D) recent 
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 Grammar  
Choose the correct word: 
1- You ____________________  be tired after playing tennis all afternoon. 

A) must                B) can't                C) is able to               D) has to 

2- The government _____________ lots of measures to protect the environment last year.  

A) is taken               B) takes                C) taking                D) took                

3- The competition  ____________________ place at the town hall every July.  

A) are taken               B) takes                C) taking                D) took                

4- Personal passwords ______________  to all workers.  

A) gave                B) give                C) is given               D) were given 

 Vocabulary  

Match the words with the definition/ synonym: 
not real a) go for                          (      ) 1- 

useful b) come in handy           (      ) 2- 

good at thinking and learning c) fictional                      (      ) 3- 

choose d)   

Match the words that go together: 
an airport a) invent                           (      ) 1- 

oranges b) discover                       (      ) 2- 

an island c) build                            (      ) 3- 

the telephone d)   

Choose the correct word: 
1- Can you _______________ me a lift to the shopping centre, Dad?  

A) dial                   B) pick                   C) come                   D) give 

2- A year ago, I took  _________________ in a 5km race.  

A) part               B) place                C) athlete                D) race 

3- There is another race which is taking _______________ in the city park. 

A) part               B) place                C) athlete                D) race 

4- Eddie used some great ______________ for the layout of the page. 

A) ordinary                B) nations              C) fonts             D) printed 

5- I need to get a ______________ to save the information I've found on the Net. 

A) disk                B) nations                C) article               D) interview 
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 Grammar  
Choose the correct word: 
1- This TV programme ____________________  by millions of people.  

A) watch                B) watched                C) is watched               D) watching                

2- At my office, the rubbish ____________________  out every night. 

A) is taken               B) takes                C) taking                D) took                

3-These cars  ____________________ all over the world.  

A) sell               B) to sell                C) are sold                D) selling                

4- ______________  computers used in our school? 

A) Did                B) Is                 C) Does           D) Are  

5- Many different sports ____________________ at this stadium. 

A) plays               B) are played                C) was played               D) is playing  

6- These houses ____________________ three years ago.  

A) wasn 't built                B) build                C) were built                D) built  

7- The Mona Lisa _______________ by Michelangelo, but by Leonardo da Vinci.   

A) wasn't painted              B) paint               C) painting               D) were painted 

8- Breakfast _________________ after ten o'clock at this hotel.  

A) weren't served               B) served                C) isn't served                D) serve                

9- Millions of people ____________________ the championship yesterday.  

A) watched            B) were watched            C) was watched                D) watching 

10- These cars ______________ in Germany.  

A) are produced                B) produce              C) produced             D) producing 

11- This athlete ______________ a gold medal last year. 

A) gave                B) give                C) was given               D) are given 

12- The telephone _______________ by Alexander Graham Bell.  

A) invent              B) were invented           C) was invented              D) inventing  

13- The Science Museum _______________ by millions of people every year.  

A) visit              B) were visited           C) is visited              D) visiting  

14- My brother_________________ programs on to his laptop.  

A) is downloads        B) downloads          C) is downloaded        D) downloading 

15- The beach _________________ every year. 

A) is cleaned                B) clean                C) cleans                D) were cleaned 
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  Writing  

A) Write a paragraph of  not less than 60 words  about 
An Invention: 
You can use the following words: 
think – the most important – invention – can use – to watch – programs – any 

time –watch the news – watch films – learn English  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

B) Write a paragraph of  not less than 60 words  about 
The Advantages and Disadvantages of Television or TV: 
You can use the following words: 
think – the most important – invention – can use – to watch – programs – any 

time –watch the news – watch films – learn English  
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                         Grammar & Spelling 

Read the sentences and choose : True or False 
 

b) False) a) True) The Riyadh is the capital city of Saudi Arabia. 1- 
 

b) False) a) True) May you take it for me? I'm very busy today.   2- 

b) False) a) True) May I borrow your mobile? 3- 
 

b) False) a) True) These houses is built three years ago.  4- 

b) False) a) True) These laptops are sold all over the world. 5- 
 

b) False) a) True) A lot of coffee is produced in Brazil. 6- 

b) False) a) True) Don't be afraid of the cat. It's harmful.  7- 
 

b) False) a) True) Would you like me to give you a call later?  8- 

b) False) a) True) The Earth looks beautiful from the moon.  9- 
 

b) False) a) True) Lake Superior is to the north-east of Minnesota.  10- 

b) False) a) True) I've decided having a barbecue on Thursday.  11- 
 

b) False) a) True) It's easy to draw a camel. Let me show you.  12- 

b) False) a) True) This coffee is too hot to drink . 13- 
 

b) False) a) True) Bill isn't old enough driving.  14- 

b) False) a) True) Harry loves staying up late, but he hates waking up early.  15- 

b) False) a) True) I think governments should trying to reduce pollution. 16- 
 

b) False) a) True) You should go to the doctor. You look ill. 17- 

b) False) a) True) How about borrowing mine? 18- 
 

b) False) a) True) My brother finished the university in 2012.  19- 

b) False) a) True) I go to the bed early. 20- 
 

Decide the correctly spelled word by choosing True or False: 
1-The correct spelling of the word is “sceinse”.                A) True       B) False 
2-The correct spelling of the word is “sleepy”.                  A) True       B) False 
3-The correct spelling of the word is “health”.                 A) True       B) False 
4-The correct spelling of the word is “fictional”.              A) True       B) False 
5-The correct spelling of the word is “domistik”.              A) True       B) False 
6-The correct spelling of the word is “engaged”.              A) True       B) False 
7-The correct spelling of the word is “champion”.           A) True       B) False 
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 Spelling 

Choose the word which contains a silent letter: 
The word which contains a silent letter is ____________________ 

Choose the missing vowel: 
1- ch___mpions 

a d  e c  o b  i a 

2- athl___te 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

3- med___l 

u d  e c  a b  i a 

4- pr___ze 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

5- ind___strial 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

6- f___tness 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

7- m___ssage 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

8- iss___e 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

9- r___bot 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

10- s___lar 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

11- e___rth 

u d  a c  o b  i a 

 

knife d  melt c  roast b  dip a  1- 

bed d  feed c  beef b  give a  2- 

planet d  earth c  know b  deep a  3- 

play d  writer c  visit b  point a  4- 

listen d  school c  doctor b  spot a  5- 

fish d  answer c  feel b  sleepy a  6- 
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            Grammar & Vocabulary 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Match the words with the definition/ synonym: 
going to a place a) surface                  (      ) 1- 

the top part of an area of sea or land  b) possible                 (      ) 2- 

stop someone from moving c) be in one's way     (      ) 3- 

something that can happen  d)   

Match the words with the definition/ synonym: 
driving a car a) get used to               (      ) 1- 

Happening in or affecting the whole world b) decade                     (      ) 2- 

make a habit of c) behind the wheel    (      ) 3- 

make smaller or less d) charge                     (      ) 4- 

fill with electricity e) reduce                     (      ) 5- 

a period of ten years f)   

Column (B) Column (A) 

a) drinking. 1-   This coffee is too hot _______________  (       ) 

b) to drink. 2-  These laptops are _________________    (       ) 

c) sold in Japan. 3- We're going out. You needn't ________   (       ) 

d)  cook tonight.  

Column (B) Column (A) 

a) May 1-   I________ to be home by six o'clock.      (       ) 

b) have 2-  ______________  you help me?                (       ) 

c) Would 3- ____________     I borrow your mobile?  (       ) 

d) has  

Column (B) Column (A) 

a)  get out of the car. 1-  Bill isn't old enough _______________        (       ) 

b)  should 2-I went to bed after _____________                 (       ) 

c) watching the news.  3-The police officer made the men _____          (       ) 

d) to drive.  4-You _____eat a lot of sweets. They're bad for you. (       ) 

e)  shouldn't  
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       Writing  

Write a paragraph of not less than 60 words about your 
country: 
You can use the following words: 
from – Saudi Arabia – big country – Asia – capital – Riyadh – the two holy 

cities – Makkah – Madinah –Muslims – all over the world – visit- love - my 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

B) Write a paragraph of  not less than 60 words  about 
The Advantages and Disadvantages of The Mobile Phone: 
You can use the following words: 
think –important – invention – can use – to take – pictures –call and chat – any 

time - anywhere – download – surf the internet  
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 Grammar  

Choose the correct word: 
1- My brother finished __________university in 2012.  

A) a                B) an                C) the               D) ---                

2- The River Nile is one of _____________longest rivers in the world. 

A) a                B) an                C) the               D) ---                

3- Jeff goes to work early in  ___________morning.  

A) a                B) an                C) the               D) ---                

4-Our new house will be ready in  ___________ March.  

A) a                B) an                C) the               D) ---                

5- Aisha wants ____________________ some bread. 

A) buys               B) to buy                C) buying               D) buy 

6- Mary never lets her sister __________________ her clothes.  

A) borrow                B) to borrow                C) borrowing               D) borrows  

7- Unfortunately, I haven't got enough time ____________ to the gym every day.   

A) go                B) to go                C) going               D) goes  

8- They were surprised _________________ Ali  playing volleyball.  

A) see                B) to see                C) seeing               D) sees  

9- ____________________ is good for your health.  

A) Exercising            B) Exercise            C) To exercise                D) To exercising 

10- How about ______________ Ahmad's laptop? 

A) borrow                B) to borrow                C) borrowing               D) borrows  

11- Harry loves ______________ up late, but he hates waking up early.  

A) staying                B) to stay               C) stay               D) stays 

12- I went to bed after _______________ the news.  

A) watches              B) watch           C) to watch              D) watching  

13- People shouldn't _____________ to switch off the lights before leaving home. 

A) forgets              B) forget          C) to forget              D) forgetting  

14- You _________________ go to the doctor. You look ill.  

A) should             B) shouldn't          C) mustn't        D) can't 

15- You _________________ eat a lot of sweets. They're bad for you. 

A) should             B) shouldn't          C) must        D) has to 
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 Vocabulary  

Choose the correct word: 
1- On a special___________such as his graduation, I will give this to my brother. 

A) position          B) spot                C) occasion               D) point 

2- John is very _________________ to leave earlier.  

A) likely               B) aware                C) common                D) way               

3- I just love the __________________ of these flowers. 

A) smell                   B) touch                 C) sense                D) way  

4- I don't want to have any chocolate cake. I feel like having something _______.  

A) clear               B) sweet               C) savoury              D) dark 

5- Which ________________ will the event take place at? 

A) venue               B) atmosphere                C) surface               D) point 

6- Dina was carrying a ________________ so she could see in the dark.  

A) decoration                B) streamer                C) lantern               D) dark 

7- Peter is _______________ his way to the library.  

A) on                      B) in                   C) by                D) for 

8- ___________________ of water can lead to serious health problems.  

A) Measures                 B) Amounts                  C) Lack                D) smell  

9- Global_________________ is caused mainly by greenhouse gases.  

A) amounts                 B) patient                  C) atmosphere                D) warming  

10- Alex's story didn't make any_______________. I couldn't understand it.  

A) smell                   B) touch                 C) sense                D) way  

11- Khaled felt a bit ___________, so he went to bed.  

A) extremely                 B) sleepy                  C) common                D) streamer  

12- What's the lowest temperature at the North_________________? 

A) comparison                 B) position                  C) pole                D) surface 

13- I can't see those stars without a ______________. They're so tiny.  

A) telescope                 B) comparison                 C) surface                D) pole  

14- You should visit the dentist _________________.  

A) darkly                 B) clearly                  C) likely                D) regularly  

15- I hope Mary doesn't let me ___________this time. I can never rely on her.  

A) on                 B) down                  C) far                D) for  

16- John is a _______________English name. You hear it everywhere.  

A) rare                 B) impossible                  C) common                D) possible  
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 Vocabulary  

Choose the correct word for each definition: 
1- "Something that can happen".                        ____________________ 

A) possible                B) spot                C) surface               D) point 

2-" There are no tickets left".                              ____________________ 

A) get out               B) sorted                C) reckon                D) sold out               

3-" Stop someone from moving or doing something"     ___________________ 

A) by the way      B) be in one's way      C) be on one's way      D) lose one's way  

4-" Driving a car "     ___________________ 

A) behind the wheel           B) be aware of         C) get used to          D) catch up  

5- "A period of ten years"                               ___________________ 

A) measures                B) reduce                C) decade               D) charge 

6- "Fill with electricity"                               ___________________ 

A) measures                B) reduce                C) decade               D) charge 

7- " It's very easy"                               ___________________ 

A) It's a piece of cake.           B) difficult            C) Instructions         D) charge 

8- "(Adv.) to a very high degree, very much" ___________________ 

A) extremely                 B) patient                  C) donation                D) educate  

9- "(Noun) [C] something, especially money, that is given to charity organisations"  

A) extremely                 B) patient                  C) donation                D) educate  

10- "(Verb) to teach somebody about something or how to do something"  

A) extremely                 B) patient                  C) donation                D) educate  

11- "(Noun) [C] a person who is getting medical treatment" ___________ 

A) extremely                 B) patient                  C) donation                D) educate  

12- "(Adj.) very difficult"             ___________________ 

A) tough                 B) patient                  C) donation                D) treat  

13- " A situation in which countries fight each other."             ______________ 

A) war                 B) patient                  C) donation                D) illness  

14- " The person who decides who has won a contest or a competition "  ______  

A) war                 B) judge                  C) donation                D) illness  

15- " The people who have come to see or hear an event (but not a sports event)  "    

A) war                 B) judge                  C) competitor                D) audience  
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       Grammar  

Choose the correct word: 
1- __________ just called?       Ahmad just called.  

A) Which               B) Who                C) What              D)Where                

2-  __________ fell on the floor?       The screws fell on the floor. 

A) Which               B) Who                C) What              D)When                

3- My dad usually fixes the car by____________________  

A) herself                B) ourselves                C) themselves               D) himself               

4- Could you give __________________that screw?  

A) myself                B) me                C) herself              D) themselves                

5- Have you seen my sunglasses? I've looked for ______________ everywhere!  

A) himself               B) herself                C) themselves               D) them 

6- Has Hamid found __________________ a nice house yet? 

A) herself                B) ourselves                C) themselves               D) himself               

7- My father cut ____________ with the knife.   

A) herself                B) ourselves                C) themselves               D) himself               

8- Why don't you call Adam and tell _______________to come round?  

A) herself               B) himself                C) her               D) him  

9- If I had a lot of money, I ____________________ a donation.  

A) make            B) made            C) would make                D) will make 

10- lf I______________ you, I would apologise to your parents.  

A) am                B) were                C) are               D) is  

11- Would you become a detective if you _______________solving crimes?  

A) liking                B) liked               C) like               D) likes 

12- If my best friend needed help, I _______________ to help him.  

A) tried              B) try           C) will try              D) would try  

13- I _______________them everything if I knew the truth.  

A) told              B) tell           C) will tell              D) would tell  

14- If I ____________you, I wouldn't go on a trip without asking my parents first.   

A) am                B) were                C) are               D) is  

15- What would you choose if you____________ to buy a present for Abdullah?  

A) want             B) wants          C) wanted        D) wanting  

16- If I _______________ a lot of money, I would buy a sports car and a new flat.   

A) having             B) had          C) have        D) has  
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 Vocabulary  

Choose the correct word: 
1- The police caught the man who _________________the bank last week. 

A) shoplifted          B) robbed                C) arrested               D) went 

2- The police_________ two people last night, but they are not the bank robbers.  

A) shoplifted          B) robbed                C) arrested               D) went 

3- The police officer arrested a man who was_________at the local supermarket. 

A) going          B) robbed                C) arresting               D) shoplifting  

4- Did the police catch the _____________________.  

A) shop               B) rob               C) theft              D) thief 

5- We need to find a ________________to this problem immediately.  

A) venue               B) atmosphere                C) solution               D) donation 

6- The_______________ was excited after my presentation.  

A) decoration                B) advert                C) audience               D) dark 

7- I want to become a_______________ and help people in need.  

A) organisation                  B) contestant               C) poor             D) volunteer  

8- Please don't wear that hat to the museum. It looks__________________!  

A) ridiculous               B) obvious                  C) clear                D) smell  

9- The car went out of control and turned____________ three times before it 

stopped in the middle of the road.  

A) on                 B) over                  C) off                D) into 

10- Don't forget to turn ______________the printer before you leave.  

A) out                 B) over                  C) off                D) into 

11- There are more than 300 _________________ in this hospital.  

A) games                 B) sports                  C) contestants                D) patients  

12- It's not my_________________  that Ahmad broke your skateboard.  

A) incorrect                B) fault                  C) wrong                D) false 

13- You must always help friends who are ___________ need.  

A) of                 B) for                 C) on                D) in 

14- You shouldn't _________________ your friends for your own mistakes.  

A) blame                 B) treat                C) deal                D) speak  

15- Majed's always late. You can never___________ on him to help you.  

A) turn                 B) count                  C) do               D) bake  

16- My uncle got ______________during the war.  
A) rare                 B) injured                 C) common                D) possible  
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 Spelling 

Decide the correctly spelled word by choosing True or False: 
1-The correct spelling of the word is “atmosphere”.        A) True       B) False 
2-The correct spelling of the word is “system”.                A) True       B) False 
3-The correct spelling of the word is “rememper”.          A) True       B) False 
4-The correct spelling of the word is “brellient”.             A) True       B) False 
5-The correct spelling of the word is “pickpocket”.         A) True       B) False 
6-The correct spelling of the word is “roppery”.              A) True       B) False 
7-The correct spelling of the word is “orgenysation”.     A) True       B) False 
8-The correct spelling of the word is “comfortable”.      A) True       B) False 

6-The correct spelling of the word is “horrible”.             A) True       B) False 
7-The correct spelling of the word is “hoolidey”.            A) True       B) False 
8-The correct spelling of the word is “adventure”.          A) True       B) False 

Choose the missing vowel: 
 

 

1- h___althy 

a d  e c  o b  i a 

2- fl___ght 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

3- p___ssible 

o d  e c  a b  i a 

4- sl___eping 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

5- sh___plift 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

6- th___ef 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

7- s___curity 

u d  e c  o b  i a 

8- fr___end 

u d  e c  o b  i a 
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                                     Writing  

Write a letter of not less than 60 words  to ask for advice for a 
problem that you have had recently and you don’t know what to do. 
You can use the following phrases: 
ASKING FOR ADVICE GIVING ADVICE 

• I’ve got a problem and I’d like your advice. 
• I hope you can help me with a problem. 
• I need your advice because I’m in trouble. 
• If you were me, what would you do? 
• What do you suggest? 
• How should I deal with the situation? 

• I was sorry to hear that you’ve got problems. 
• I hope the following advice will help you. 
• I think you should / shouldn’t... 
• If I were you, I’d... 
• I believe it would be a good idea to... 
• I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Vocabulary & Spelling  

Match the words: 
1- missing                             (            ) A) time                   

2-wasting                              (            ) B) officer 

3-police                                 (            ) C) sleepy 

4-feeling                                (            ) D) cake 

                         E) a flight 

Match the words: 
1- shake                               (            )                                   A) of cake 

2- camping                          (            )                                           B) crimes 

3- a piece                             (            )                                                      C) car 

4-solving                              (            )                                                    D) holiday 

                                                                          E) hands 

Choose the word which contains a silent letter: 
The word which contains a silent letter is ____________________  

daughter D  meet C  play B  go A  1- 

net D  fit C  keep B  neighbour A  2- 

planet D  worth C  bought B  west A  3- 

Module 3 

    Dear               , 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Yours, 
 ________________________________ 
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 Grammar  

Choose the correct word: 
1- The meal they served us was____________delicious that we ate it immediately. 

A) to                B) not to                C) such                D) so 
2- We had_________ a good time in Taif that we want to go again. 

A) to                B) not to                C) such                D) so  

3- It was _________ a big cake that we couldn’t eat it all.  

A) such                B) not to                C) to                D) so  

4- You’ve got______________ nice boots that you don’t need to buy new ones. 

A) to                B) not to                C) such                D) so  

5- My best friend can cook_____________ well that I’m sure he’ll become a chef. 

A) such                B) so                C) not to               D) to  

6- The farmer told Darren_______________ feed the horses.  

A) to help him                B) to help me                C) help him               D) help me 

7- My brother told me _______________ a hard time.  

A) not to give me        B) Don’t give me       C) not to give him     D) Don’t give him  

8- Harry told Mike __________________ the mud off your shoes. 

A) to clean               B) cleans                  C) don’t clean                D) clean  

9- The  police officer ____________the bank robber not to move.  

A) said to                 B) told                  C) sayto                D) told to 

10- Would you please inform me how much ______________?  

A) does it cost          B) did it cost           C) it costs         D) it does cost 
11- Can you _________________ me how many rooms have air-conditioning? 

A) let                B) know                  C) tells                D) tell 

12- Do you know _________________  the indoor swimming pool is? 

A) where                B) when                 C) who                D) why 

13- Could you let me know what type of extreme sports _______be able to do there? 

A) will I                 B) I will                 C) do I                D) would I 

Match the words that go together: 
the shoulder a) shake                           (      ) 1- 

city tour b) winter                          (      ) 2- 

holiday c) tapped me on              (      ) 3- 

hands d) guided                          (      ) 4- 

break e) camping                       (      ) 5- 
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Writing  

Write a formal letter or a semi-formal e-mail to Madinah Travel Agency to 
ask for information about the holiday.  (You want to travel to a seaside country to spend 

your summer holiday) 

You can use the following words: 
• I saw your advertisement in... and I was interested in...  

• I am writing to ask for more information about...  

• I would like some information about...  

• I was wondering... 

• Oh, and lastly, send me some photos. OK.  

• Write back soon.  

• Yours, 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 Vocabulary  

Match the opposites: 
pleasant a) polite                            (      ) 1- 

disorganised b) happy                           (      ) 2- 

unhappy c) like                               (      ) 3- 

impolite d) unpleasant                   (      ) 4- 

dislike e)   

Match the opposites: 
possible a) uncomfortable            (      ) 1- 

comfortable b) disagree                       (      ) 2- 

pleasant c) impossible                   (      ) 3- 

agree d) dissatisfied                  (      ) 4- 

satisfied e)   

 

Mr. Ahmad Al-Hassan  

Madinah Travel Agency, 

105 Sultanah Street 

Al-Madinah Al-Munawwarah 8345, 

Saudi Arabia. 
 

    Dear Mr. Al-Hassan, 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Yours, 
 ________________________________ 
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 Grammar  
1- If I had a lot of money, I _____    (       ) a) May 

2- The book was so boring _____     (       ) b) Would  

3- _____  I borrow your mobile?      (       ) c) to drink. 

4- This coffee is too hot ________     (       ) d) would make a donation. 

 e) that I didn’t read the ending. 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 
1- We're going out. You needn't ________      (      ) a) It was such a boring 

2- These laptops are _________________         (      ) b) to cook 

3- ___ you, I would apologise to your parents. (      ) c) cook tonight. 

4- ______ book that I didn’t read the ending.  (      ) d) lf I were 

 e) sold in Japan. 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 
1- I went to bed after ____________            (      ) a) have to 

2- George asked John____________            (      ) b) liked solving crimes? 

3- I________ be home by six o'clock.           (      ) c) doesn’t have to 

4- Would you become a detective if you ___(     ) d) to turn the TV off.   

 e) watching the news. 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 
1- Bill isn't old enough ____________   (       ) a) is the hotel? 

2- Do you know where____________     (       ) b) would try to help him.   

3- If my best friend needed help, I ____(       ) c) Will 

4- ________  you help me?                      (       ) d) to drive a car.   

 e) the hotel is? 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 
1- Would you please inform me how much___  (       ) a) get out of the car. 

2- _____you, I would apologise to your parents.(       ) b) does it cost? 

3- You _____eat a lot of sweets. They're bad for you. (       ) c) lf I were 

4- The police officer made the men _____          (       ) d) shouldn't 

 e) it costs? 
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 Reading  

Read the following passage and answer the questions: 
Muhammad: The Messenger of Mercy (blessing & peace be upon him) 

    The Messenger of Allah, as the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) is known, was born in 570 CE in 

Makkah. Because his parents died when he was very young, he was raised by his grandfather and later by his 

uncle, AbuTallb. He also lived with Bedouins for a few years, in order to learn the classical language and 

their simple way of life. At the age of 25, Muhammad married a woman called Khadija (may Allah be pleased 

with her) and lived with her for over 20 years, until she died. Khadija chose him because of his honest and 

responsible nature.  

     When he was 40 years old, he received the first verses of the Noble Qur'an from Allah and became the last 

prophet. Then he had to deliver these verses to all mankind. He kept receiving these verses, which all make 

up the Noble Qur'an, for about 23 years.  

    The Qur'an talked about Allah's kindness and also the need for people to be good towards other people. It 

is stated in the Qur'an that the Prophet himself was the perfect example of kindness, honesty and mercy, not 

just with people, but also with animals. One day, during prayer, the Prophet heard a child cry. For this 

reason, he shortened the prayer so that the child could go to his worried mother. Another example involves a 

poor man. The Prophet Muhammad felt so sorry for him that he gave him the only clothes he had. He was 

merciful even with his opponents, and he would forget their insults.  

     The Prophet was also kind to animals. One day, some men saw a bird with two chicks. When they took the 

chicks, the bird followed them, trying to get its chicks back. The Prophet immediately ordered the men to 

return the chicks to the bird. On another occasion, he saw a camel that was suffering because it couldn't 

carry its load. The Prophet felt that its owner was cruel to it, and he was upset.  

     The Prophet died in 632 CE, but by then he had managed to spread Islam and its teachings in the Arabian 

Peninsula and unite the Arab tribes in the name of Allah.  

Choose the correct answer: 

1- Why did Khadija choose Prophet Muhammad?  Because of his __________ 

honesty. d  beauty. c  Qura'n. b  Islam. a 

2- Why did the Prophet live with Bedouins for a few years? In order to learn the __ 

nature   d  classical language. c  Insults. b  honesty. a 

3- What had Muhammad managed to do during his lifetime? He managed to__ 

spread Islam. d  help the crying child. c  help the poor. b  help the chicks. a 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Read the sentences and choose : True or False 
 

)b) False )a) True The Prophet Muhammad was born in Madinah. 7- 
 

)b) False )a) True The Prophet Muhammad married Khadija at the age of 40. 8- 
 

)b) False )a) True The Prophet Muhammad was a perfect example of mercy. 9- 
 

)b) False )a) True The Prophet was only kind to people who were kind to him. 10- 

Column (B) Column (A) 
a) event or situation 4-  The word “ raised ” means               (       ) 

b) died 5- The opposite of the word “ cruel ” is       (       ) 

c) looked after 6-  The word “occasion” means____     (       ) 

d) merciful or kind  
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 Reading  
Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

Calligraphy 
     Calligraphy is the art of writing and it has a long history. The word calligraphy means 

'beautiful writing'. Calligraphy is found in many different cultures using many different 

kinds of letters. Calligraphers usually work on different kinds of paper with a pen or brush 

and ink. It is a craft that needs a lot of skill and experience. 
    Islamic calligraphy is well-known for its design and beauty. Islamic calligraphy is found in 

ancient books, but also on the ceilings and walls of mosques. It is also common to find 

Islamic calligraphy cut into stone. Even today, modern artists in the Islamic world use the 

rich history of calligraphy to create impressive designs . 
    The calligraphy of East Asia is very well-known and people from many countries like China 

and Japan practise it. East Asian calligraphers use large brushes to create letters. It may 

look quite simple, but it is actually very difficult because there are many rules that 

calligraphers have to follow . 
    Today, you can still see excellent calligraphy especially on invitations to important events. 

It's true that with modern computer programs, it is possible to create beautiful writing 

quickly and easily. But many people believe that it isn't the same as traditional handmade 

calligraphy.  

Choose the correct answer: 
1- What do you need to become a calligrapher?  

A pencil. d  A brush. c  A lot of money. b  Skill and experience. a 

2- Where can you see calligraphy nowadays? 

On invitations d  On  thobes c  On food b  On bags a 

3- What can you do with modern computer programs? We can write____ 

wrongly. d  badly and slowly. c  quickly and easily. b  slowly and queitly. a 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Read the sentences and choose : True or False 
 

)b) False )a) True Islamic calligraphy is well-known for its design and beauty. 7- 
 

)b) False )a) True It is not common to find Islamic calligraphy cut into stone. 8- 
 

)b) False )a) True East Asian calligraphers use large brushes to create letters. 9- 
 

)b) False )a) True Islamic calligraphy can't be found in ancient books. 10- 

Column (B) Column (A) 
a) famous 4-  The word “ Calligraphy ” means      (       ) 

b) unsafe 5- The opposite of the word “ modern ” is    (       ) 

c) ancient 6-  The word “well-known” means____ (       ) 

d) the art of writing  
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 Reading  
Read the following passage and answer the questions: 
   The first building you notice when you visit Riyadh is probably Al Mamlaka 

Tower, or Kingdom Centre. It is in the middle of the city and it is the tallest building 

in Riyadh, over 300m tall. It has 99 floors and 45 lifts, and in 2002 it won the 

Emporis Skyscraper Award. The 56m long bridge at the top offers a view of the 

whole of Riyadh. In the building, there is lots of room for offices, flats, and parking 

for 3000 cars, but also on the top floor you can find the second highest mosque in 

the world. The Four Seasons Hotel takes up 10 floors of the building with its 197 

rooms, gym and swimming pool. Al Mamlaka is also famous for its huge shopping 

centre. The shopping centre has five floors full of well-known shops from around the 

world. It is open from 9 am till midday. Then it opens again at 4 pm till eleven at 

night. It's the perfect place to shop in Riyadh. Visitors can also enjoy food and 

drinks at one of the many cafés and restaurants in the tower. For something a bit 

special, take the lift to the 77th floor and enjoy Spazio's restaurant with food from 

all over the world. 

Choose the correct answer: 
1- What is another name for Al Mamlaka Tower?  

Eiffel Tower d  Kingdom Centre c  Khalifa Tower b  Emporis Skyscraper a 

2- Where is the mosque at Al Mamlaka Tower?  

on the top floor d  on the second  floor c  on the first floor b  on the ground floor a 

3- How many rooms has the Four Seasons Hotel got?  

971. d  179. c  197. b  189. a 

 Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Read the sentences and choose : True or False 
)b) False )a) True Al Mamlaka Tower is the tallest building in Riyadh. 7- 

)b) False )a) True Al Mamlaka Tower doesn't have a swimming pool. 8- 

)b) False )a) True There are many cafés and restaurants in the tower. 9- 

)b) False )a) True Spazio's restaurant is on the ground floor. 10- 

Column (B) Column (A) 

a) small 4- The word “ midday ” means_______          (       ) 

b) famous 5- The opposite of the word “ huge ” is_____(       ) 

c) night 6-  The word “ well-known ” means_______  (       ) 

d) noon (or 12 pm)  
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 Reading  
Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

   The King of Saudi Arabia 
The Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Salman bin Abdulaziz was born in Riyadh on December 31, 

1935. He was educated at the Princes’ School in Riyadh where he studied sciences, religion, and the Holy 

Qur’an. He was appointed Crown Prince of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Deputy Prime Minister by his 

predecessor, King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz, on June 18, 2012. Crown Prince Salman became the King of Saudi 

Arabia and the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques on January 23, 2015. 
King Abdulaziz appointed young Prince Salman as the Emir of Riyadh in March 1954, when he was just 19 

years old. He served as Deputy Governor of Riyadh for just over a year. Then, he became Governor of Riyadh 

until 1960 and again from 1963 to 2011, when he became the Minister of Defense. He was also Honorary 

President of the Friends of the Red Crescent and President of the Higher Committee for the Development of 

Riyadh. The Prince helped Riyadh develop from a mid-sized town into a major urban metropolis. He attracted a 

lot of tourism, business, and investment in the Kingdom. Today, Riyadh is one of the richest cities in the world, 

and it is a major center of travel and trade. 
For over 50 years, in his capacity as a prince, His Royal Highness worked with many humanitarian groups that 

offer relief from natural and human disasters in the Kingdom and abroad. For his humanitarian work, he 

received many awards: from Bahrain, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, Morocco, Palestine, the Philippines, 

Senegal, the United Nations, Yemen, and the King Abdulaziz Medal-First Class. He also supported many 

cultural projects. He was Chairman of the Riyadh Charity for Sciences and President of the Prince’s Prize for 

the Memorization of the Holy Qur’an. 
King Salman holds many degrees and academic awards, including an honorary doctorate from the Islamic 

University of Madinah and the Kant Medal from the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities. 

He was also awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Literature from the University of Umm Al-Qura in Makkah. 

Choose the correct answer: 
1- Where did King Salman go to school? He went to the Princes’ School in ----------------. 

Riyadh d  Jeddah c  Madinah b  Makkah a 

2- Crown Prince Salman became the King of Saudi Arabia in------------------------------------------------. 

2011 d  2015 c  2012  b  1935 a 

3- He worked as the Emir or Prince for Riyadh for about------------------------------------------- 

10 years d  30 years c  20 years b  50 years a 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Read the sentences and choose : True or False 

)b) False )a) True Riyadh is one of the poorest cities in the world. 7- 
 

)b) False )a) True He became the Minister of Defense in 2011. 8- 
 

)b) False )a) True King Salman doesn’t hold any degrees or academic awards. 9- 
 

)b) False )a) True King Salman supported many cultural projects. 10- 

Column (B) Column (A) 
a)  a person who helps others 4-The word “abroad” means____         (       ) 

b)  taking away stress and pain 5-The word “humanitarian” means___(       ) 

c)  a big city 6-  The word “ relief ” means____         (       ) 

d) in other countries  
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 Reading  
Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

    ROBOT PETS 

iCat 
iCat is an intelligent robot which is fun for children and adults. It has a camera in its nose 

and two microphones in its feet so it can listen and understand voices. It can’t walk or chase 

mice like a real cat, but it can play simple board games by telling you where to move the 

pieces. Also, iCat can change its expression by moving its eyes and mouth. It can show you 

when it’s happy, sad or bored, etc. This way it seems like it has a real personality. It’s been 

shown that people prefer to play games with a robot with a personality than just a computer. 

It is also very polite and always asks if it’s OK for it to go to sleep, for example. 

Pleo 
Pleo is a small robot dinosaur, but it isn’t dangerous. It is small, very cute and it behaves 

like a baby. However, it is very intelligent and it develops a personality the more you play 

with it. It has two cameras for eyes and it can also touch and hear. It listens to people’s 

voices and makes noises and moves around to show that it understands. You can connect 

Pleo to your computer and download new actions or sounds. It runs on batteries and goes 

to sleep when it’s tired. 

Choose the correct answer: 
1- Where is the camera in the iCat? 

In its head d  In its nose c  In the hand b  In its feet a 

2- How many cameras are there in Pleo? 

Two d  One c  Four b  Three a 

3- Can Pleo sleep? 

No, it can't. d  Yes, it can. c  Of course not. b  No problem. a 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Read the sentences and choose : True or False 
 

b) False) a) True) The iCat behaves like a real cat. 7- 
 

b) False) a) True) Pleo is dangerous. 8- 
 

b) False) a) True) Pleo reacts to human voices. 9- 
 

b) False) a) True) The iCat is impolite. 10- 

Column (B) Column (A) 
a) polite or cool 4- The word “  intelligent  ” means___ (       ) 

b) difficult 5- The opposite of the word “dangerous” is (      ) 

c) good at thinking and learning 6-  The word “ cute” means______       (       ) 

d) safe  
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 Reading  
Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

Water for Life 
Imagine going to get a drink of water and discovering that the faucet is dry; or jumping into the shower to cool off on a 

steamy hot day and discovering that there’s no water… Most of us simply take water for granted. We think there’s plenty of 

it in oceans, lakes, rivers, and streams. But this is not the case. The water we are using now is the very same water that the 

dinosaurs used millions of years ago. It is simply recycled over and over again. There will never be any more water on 

Earth than there is now . 
Most of the water on our planet (97%) is salt water stored in oceans. The remaining 3 percent is freshwater and most of that 

is locked up in ice caps and glaciers. In fact, less than 1 percent of the planet’s water is usable freshwater. It’s alarming 

that at the projected rate of population growth, humanity will use up more than 70 percent of all accessible freshwater by 

2025 . 

Water is essential to people in more ways than we might think. We need water for cooking, bathing, 

transportation, and recreation. We eat aquatic plants and fish. We use water to irrigate our crops, to produce 

hydroelectric power, and to manufacture products. Water is indispensable for human health and well-being. 

People can live for two months without food, but will die in less than a week without water . 
One of the greatest challenges facing the world in the twenty-first century is to preserve our natural reserves and 

to provide safe drinking water to the 20 percent or more of Earth’s population that currently lacks easy access to 

it. The United Nations General Assembly proclaimed the years from 2005 to 2015 as the International Decade 

for Action “Water for Life ”. 
One of the solutions to the problem of water conservation is to recycle wastewater. Stensund Folk College near 

Stockholm, Sweden, for example, is putting wastewater to good use. The school treats the wastewater in a 

greenhouse, where it is then used to provide water to plants and fish in an integrated cultivation system. In 

Lima, Peru, ponds full of algae and other small organisms clean up the wastewater. After 20 days, it is safe for 

reuse. Currently many factories, hotel chains, and apartment buildings around the world are installing water 

recycling systems . 
We all need to be part of the solution, too. We need to learn how to use our water wisely. So the next time you 

have a drink or take a shower, think of how fortunate you are, and save water for life.  

Choose the correct answer: 

1- Why do many people take water for granted? Because --------------------------------- 
it isn’t available. d  it cools you down. c  it’s easily available. b  it’s cheap.  a 

2- What do people use to clean up wastewater in Peru? They use ------------------------------ . 
fish d  algae c  moon b  sun a 

3- How long can human beings live without water? They will die in------------------------------ . 

one month d  less than one week c  two weeks b  three weeks  a 

Match column (A) with the suitable answer in column (B): 

Read the sentences and choose : True or False 

)b) False )a) True By 2025, we’ll use up 10 percent of all existing freshwater. 7- 

)b) False )a) True The main goal of “Water for Life” is to recycle wastewater. 8- 

b) False )a) True At Stensund Folk College, Sweden, fish live in recycled water. 9- 

)b) False )a) True People can live for two months without food. 10- 

Column (B) Column (A) 

a) heat 4- The word “freshwater” means____           (       ) 

b) make 5- The opposite of the word “ cool ” is____  (       ) 

c) tasty 6-  The word “   produce ” means____          (       ) 

d) unsalted water  
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